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ABSTRACT
We are at the dawn of a major transition in housing. Over the next three years zero energy ready homes
will be available throughout the nation. It has to happen because the business case for builders is too
compelling not to. First, there is a growing innovation imperative that profoundly impacts the advantage of
zero energy ready performance. It’s taken up to 25 years for new technologies to penetrate the housing
market. Builders can no longer afford to sit on the sidelines ignoring proven innovations. Second, the
housing industry is confronting significantly greater performance risks, even with code minimum homes.
The comprehensive home performance measures included in zero energy ready homes helps mitigate
that risk. Lastly, engaging the next generation of Gen-Y home buyers is a huge challenge. Everything we
know about this population suggests a compelling reason is needed for them to buy. Zero energy ready
homes are perfectly positioned to get them out of their parents’ homes and rental apartments and into
homeownership. And as a final point, sales and marketing solutions have to improve dramatically for this
transition to zero energy ready homes to start happening. An industry long focused on selling granite
counters and large master suites has to learn to sell the impressive value you can’t see.
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